At the Academic Esports Conference & Expo™, you’ll hear from pioneers and thought leaders in this immersive world and experience firsthand the technology needed for a successful esports program.

**OPENING KEYNOTE**

**The Intellectual Life of Esports**

**DR. CONSTANCE STEINKUEHLER**
Professor of Informatics, University of California, Irvine

**KEYNOTE**

**Breaking Down Silos: Connecting K-12 and Higher Ed**

**ADAM GARRY**
Senior Director of Education Strategy, Dell Technologies

---

**WHAT ELSE IS ON THE AGENDA?**

- **55+ SESSIONS SPANNING 5 DEDICATED TRACKS**
  - Emerging Trends
  - Infrastructure & Technology
  - Academic Development
  - Starting Up
  - Advanced Level

**RENOVISED EXPERTS IN THE FIELD PRESENTING**

View the conference website for all featured speakers by track!

With our program partners, video gaming experts at companies such as Twitch, Riot and HP, as well as technology and esports directors, the agenda is packed with the nation’s premier thought leaders who will share their insights and strategies with you.

**THE CHANCE TO ALSO GET THE K-12 PERSPECTIVE**

Learning opportunities on the agenda are clearly designated as beneficial to higher education, K-12 or both. As you explore this new frontier, take some time to expand your understanding with the K-12 perspective and see what schools are doing to mold your incoming

---

**PROGRAM PARTNERS WHO’VE CURATED KEY LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES**

Who better to assist with crafting a top-notch program than those who have been at the forefront of the esports revolution? These expert associations have heard and experienced the trials and tribulations, plus the successes inherent to something this new.

---

**See More Highlights**

**TEAMS OF 2+ SAVE 50%!**
The **EXPO HALL** will also offer specialized content giving you and your colleagues more opportunities to experience esports in action and learn even more outside of traditional sessions and workshops.

The most cutting-edge technology and service providers all with expert knowledge in esports will be here! Check out the hardware and technology infrastructure an esports gaming arena will need, plus learning solution providers to assist with student strategy development, communication and much more.

---

**EXPERIENCE AN EXPANSIVE AND INNOVATIVE EXPO HALL WITH 50+ PRODUCT AND SERVICE PROVIDERS.**

The **EXPO HALL** will also offer specialized content giving you and your colleagues more opportunities to experience esports in action and learn even more outside of traditional sessions and workshops.

---

**ESPORTS GAMING ARENA**

Experience the energy and excitement of esports in action as local students compete live. Plus, meet with our program partners.

---

**IMMERSIVE FIELD TRIP**

Get a glimpse into the real world of collegiate esports by visiting the premier facilities at DePaul University.

*Please note that transportation is not provided.*

---

**THE GEAR UP ZONE**

Stop by for quick 30-minute sessions showcasing even more of what is happening in the gaming world from top companies who have been working with institutions on their esports programs. Come get your questions answered and hear about what others are doing from the providers who are helping them do it.

---

**GET IN ON THE ACTION!**

**REGISTER by JUNE 5 to claim $500.00 SUPER SAVINGS.**

Plus, buy 1 pass and get all others at 50% OFF! **REGISTER at**

www.AcademicEsportsConference.com

---

**BRANDING SPONSOR**

**PROGRAM PARTNERS**

**MEDIA PARTNER**